DEFINITIONS

Business Ethics

- Business ethics is the branch of ethics that examines ethical rules and principles within a commercial context; the various moral or ethical problems that can arise in a business setting; and any special duties or obligations that apply to persons who are engaged in commerce. (Wikipedia, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_ethics)

- Moral principles concerning acceptable and unacceptable behavior by business people. Executives are supposed to maintain a high sense of values and conduct honest and fair practices with the public. (http://www.answers.com/topic/business-ethics)
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- African Journal of Business Ethics
- Asian Journal of Business Ethics
- Journal of Academic and Business Ethics
- Journal of Business Ethics
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- Mustang Journal of Business and Ethics
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Business Ethics by Sharon Stoerger MLS, MBA

Contains articles, publications, case studies, organization and other resources related to business ethics.

International Business Ethics Institute

Fostering global business practices that promote equitable economic development, resource sustainability, and just forms of government.

Society for Business Ethics
The Society for Business Ethics is an international organization of scholars and others interested in business ethics. The Society provides a forum for those interested in research, teaching, or the practical application of ethical principles and concepts to the management of businesses.

**BiZ Ethics.org**

This website will be of help in searching the internet for resources related to business ethics. Links to organizations, company mission statements and social audit and academic sites are provided.

**Business ethics.ca**

Clearing house for business ethics resources, both Canadian and international. Includes articles, case studies, consultants and news.

**Centre for Business and Public Sector Ethics**

Academic research centre using its own lateral methodology to look at complex ethical, social and environmental issues. Details publications, research, staff and associates. Based in Cambridge.
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